TEACHER’S NOTES

Is this shirt on sale?

WORKSHEETS, ACTIVITIE S & GA ME S

Activity Type

Introduction

Grammar Exercises:
matching, error
correction, gap-fill

In this demonstrative adjectives worksheet, students practice
this, that, these, and those along with clothes shopping language.

Focus

Give each student a copy of the worksheet.

Procedure

Demonstrative
adjectives: this, that,
these, those

Students start by matching sentence halves together.
Exercise A - Answer key

Clothes shopping

1. c

Aim
To practice the
demonstrative adjectives:
this, that, these, and
those.

Preparation
Make one copy of the
worksheet for each
student.

Level
Pre-intermedaite (A2)

2. f

3. g

4. e

5. h

6. d

7. a

8. b

Students then identify and correct mistakes in sentences. The
mistakes can be with demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these,
those) or other words.
Exercise B - Answer key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

short -> shorts
those -> that
boot -> boots
is -> are
sock -> socks
that -> those
this -> that
these -> this

In the last exercise, students complete gaps in sentences with the
demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these, or those.

Time

Exercise C - Answer key

20 minutes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

that 			
those 			
these 			
this 			
those 			

6. that
7. this
8. these
9. those, that
10. these, this
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DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES

Is this shirt on sale?

WORKSHEETS, ACTIVITIE S & GA ME S

A. Match the sentence halves together.
1. That winter jacket .......			

a. are perfect for summer.

2. Look at this .......				

b. that tie? I think I'll buy it for my father.

3. How much are .......				

c. on the rack over there looks warm.

4. Look at those .......				

d. shirt in a smaller size?

5. I'd like to try on .......				

e. shirts. They are on sale.

6. Do you have this .......				

f. hat. How does it look on me?

7. Those sandals .......				

g. these shoes? They fit me perfectly.

8. How much is .......				

h. these trousers. They're a good price.

B. Correct the mistakes. There is one mistake on each line. The mistakes can be with
demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these, those) or other words.
1. Where can I try on these short? I need more shorts for my holiday.
2. Is those sweatshirt on sale? I'm looking for one like it.
3. Look at these beautiful boot! I want to try them on.
4. This rack has men's jeans. These jeans is all on sale this week.
5. Those socks are women's sizes, and these sock are girls' sizes.
6. These shoes here are for girls, and that shoes there are for boys.
7. This red skirt over there would look great on you. Red is your colour.
8. These T-shirt with Superman on it is perfect for my nephew. He loves Superman.
C. Complete the gaps with the demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these, or those.
1. How much is ...................... pair of shoes? Here is the label, but there is no price on it.
2. ...................... scarves over there are beautiful. My sister would like one.
3. Do you think ...................... boots here are the right size for Tony?
4. ...................... shop has everything. I'm glad we came here.
5. I don't know if ...................... tank tops are your size. Let's go there to look at them.
6. I'd like a summer cap like ...................... one over there.
7. What do you think of ...................... bathrobe? It fits me really well.
8. ...................... pyjamas are a perfect gift for her. Look at the little flowers on them.
9. How much are ...................... suits on ...................... rack over there?
10. ...................... gloves fit me perfectly. I want to buy ...................... pair.
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